
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD ARTICLE ABSTRACT OF GRACO

[2,3] The present paper examines how authors may write a good abstract when preparing their manuscript for a
scientific journal or conference presentation.

Your paper abstract serves two main purposes: Purpose 1: It plays a key role when other researchers look for
literature on a specific topic. Table 4 Open in a separate window Results The results section is the most
important part of the abstract and nothing should compromise its range and quality. The abstract is the only
part of the paper that a potential referee sees when he is invited by an editor to review a manuscript. They will
use the abstract to help them decide to accept or decline the review invitation. In a paper, the abstract appears
on the front page. Numbers, percentages, sample sizes and other specifications can typically be left out unless
they represent a very unique feature of your paper and therefore should be stated. You can only summarise
what you have already written. A well-written abstract may make a reviewer like your paper that much more.
Do not present many small details and results that may confuse the reader. A good abstract on a topic someone
is interested in extends them an invitation to read the entire paper! Guidelines on how to write a scientific
research paper. The abstract is often the first thing readers start with and it comes on the first page. In the
abstract, the discussion of single aspects can be stated within the same sentence as the result?. Describe it in
one to two sentences. In most cases, however, a longer background section means that less space remains for
the presentation of the results. Place this message at the end of the abstract. What is the main take-home
message that you want to tell your readers? There is a common misunderstanding about abstracts: The abstract
is not a teaser of a paper, where you start to tell some interesting bits about the research that is to come in the
paper, but you stop when it really gets exciting, to tempt the reader. Why is the abstract important? Step 2:
Summarise Introduction Look at your Introduction section again. For the referees, and the few readers who
wish to read beyond the abstract, the abstract sets the tone for the rest of the paper. Step 9: Reorganise and
structure the text Journals have different types of abstracts that they want you to write. The Abstract is a
summary of all paper sections. They will scan your abstract, and if it is convincing and well-written, they
might download and start reading your paper. The purpose of the abstract is to. We guessâ€¦ not too often.


